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The main tasks of criminal proceedings are convicting and sentencing, 
convicting mainly solve the problem whether the defendant is guilty, while sentencing 
is the final representation of the criminal proceedings. In our country’s existing 
criminal judicial system, the sentencing procedure becomes an appendage to the 
convicting procedure, it is influenced by the custom of convicting felony while 
sentencing light punishment, too much attention is paid on the convicting procedure, 
that leads to the absence of the sentencing procedure directly. It’ never enough to 
regulate in substantive law if we want to achieve the goal of unprejudiced sentencing, 
we must separate the sentencing procedure from the convicting procedure, and 
regulate it in procedural law. These years the reform of trial in criminal proceedings 
gradually focuses on the construction of independent sentencing procedure. This 
article aims at elaborating the construction of independent sentencing procedure in 
our country, and it’s divided into 4 chapters. 
Chapter 1 makes a summary of the sentencing procedure. It discusses the 
importance of sentencing procedure in criminal trial, and clarifies significance of 
sentencing procedure in the prosecution activities, in order to analyze the current 
situation of the sentencing procedure in criminal proceedings. Chapter 2 observes and 
compares the provisions of sentencing between continental law system and 
Anglo-American law system. It introduces the independent sentencing procedure 
mode in Anglo-American law system and the mixing of convicting and sentencing in 
continental law system, makes comparisons and then comes out the conclusion. 
Chapter 3 explains the theory of constructing the independent sentencing procedure, 
which states the theoretical basis of the independent sentencing procedure. Chapter 4 
is about the specific design of the independent sentencing procedure, including the 
















defendant personality investigation and the evidence rules in sentencing procedure. 
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案件二：2004 年 9 月 7 日，内蒙古包头市 38 岁的刘颖向对她施暴的丈
夫连刺数刀，致其当场死亡，事后刘颖向公安机关自首。当地 181 名各界
群众联名请求司法机关减轻对刘颖的刑事处罚。包头市昆都区法院以故意







有期徒刑 3 年，缓刑 5 年执行。因此，在定罪相同的情况下，我们不得不
认真审视量刑的规范性问题。传统的研究视角对量刑公正进行考量时，仅
                                                 
① 陈光中,主编.刑事诉讼法（第二版）[M].北京:北京大学出版社,高等教育出版社,2007.1. 
② 金莉娜.不堪忍受吸毒夫 7 年虐待 乱刀刺杀[N].上海商报,2006-03-25 (4). 
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